
Letter from the Dean

The College of Communication and Media Sciences had an exceptionally productive Spring Semester 
2018.  

Our ninth ZUMEFF (Zayed University Middle East Film Festival) was held off campus for the first time in 
February at Warehouse421 in Abu Dhabi.  We had three nights of outdoor movies and the ambiance was 
exceptional.  Students from 40 universities in 16 countries submitted entries. HE Sheikha Lubna Al Qassimi, 
President of Zayed University, attended along with ambassadors from eight countries.  A special thanks and 
appreciation to CCMS faculty Alia Yunis and Sascha Ritter, who organized and coordinated the event, and 
to our Internship Officer Noura AlMaazmi, who coordinated the festival volunteers that made the three 
nights a model of hospitality.

Also in February, CCMS hosted the first Middle East Institute for Public Relations (IPR) conference in 
Dubai.  Our faculty—Russell Williams, Mian Asim, Leysan Storie, and Ganga Dhanesh—presented their 
research and the conference included three international speakers and panelists from three UAE universi-
ties.  At the event, it was announced that a special issue of the Journal of Public Relations Research would 
focus on the Middle East, and would be co-edited by CCMS faculty Dr. Ganga and Dr. Gaelle. JPPR focus-
es on public relations theory research.  Also, a special thanks to Andrea Juhasz, CCMS Senior Academic 
Administrative Officer, and Ameera Alshehyari, CCMS Research and Graduate Studies Administrative 
Officer, for organizing and administering the conference. 

CCMS alumna, Hessah AlFalahi, joined our faculty in January and has taken on the role as Zajel advisor in 
addition to teaching.  Working with the Student Media Editorial Board, she has held interviews with students 
interested in being Zajel staff members on each campus.  With her oversight and faculty support, Zajel will 
be alive again before the end of Spring Semester.  She will teach two Zajel lab courses—one on each 
campus in Fall Semester. 

A new addition to the College’s activities is the launching of student radio programs by two faculty mem-
bers—Paul Lowman in Abu Dhabi and James Piecowye in Dubai.  The Abu Dhabi facility has students 
involved in its studio on the female campus and the Dubai student radio operation will be operationalin the 
Fall Semester.

Two CCMS Abu Dhabi classes-- Claire Sherman’s Creative Advertising and Zoe Hurley’s Public Relations 
Writing--in Abu Dhabi had students involved with Special Olympics projects.  It follows up from the six 
CCMS classes involved in SO projects in Fall Semester.  Also, eleven CCMS students have been selected 
and trained to do the first “live streaming” of the SO during the games in March.
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Regards,

Pam Creedon 
Acting Dean
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For the first time in its eighth year, ZUMEFF moved off 
campus to Warehouse421 in the Mina area of Abu Dhabi 
and to evenings.  This resulted in a more diverse audience 
in terms of age, gender and nationality, and we had some 
lively debates between the attendees and filmmakers, 
during the Q & A.  There were about 300 people there each 
night, and we showed the top 25 films from over 150 sub-
missions.  ZUMEFF invited all the finalists to Abu Dhabi to 
attend. They came from Egypt, Lebanon, Palestine, Iraq 
and the UAE.  To see all the winners, please visit www.-
zumeff.com  The event was organized by Sascha Ritter, 
who has run ZUMEFF for the past five years, and Alia 
Yunis, who began ZUMEFF in 2010.  

CCMS students have received paper acceptances from the 
6th International Conference on Contemporary Marketing 
Issues to be held from 27-29 June 2018, in Athens, Greece!
Dana Al Mazrouei, Shamma Alhaatemi and Amal Moham-
ad (2018) will present “Abu Dhabi destination image and 
revisiting intention: the case of Indian tourists”.
Fatin Alkhalil, Rawda Al Hashmi and Mouza Al Qadi (2018) 
will present “The Effect Of Social Media Celebrities On 
Young Females Beauty Aspects”.
These research projects were developed in COM 360 
Media Research Analysis taught by Dr. Anestis Fotiadis. 

Supporting Student Research

 2018ICCMI
AthensGreece
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CCMS students participate in CNN’s J̒ournalism Day’
A group of CCMS students have attended “Journalism Day” at CNN offices in Abu Dhabi, 
where they enjoyed a first-hand experience of news production supported by journalists from 
the global news network.
 The annual event brings together students from several UAE universities and immerses them 
in a real-time news environment where they have to prepare a news program while exercising 
news judgment and dealing with breaking news.
“What we have devised is a program and workshop where we tell them what we do and we 
allow them to go away and break off in teams and they put a show together,” said executive 
producer Alireza Haji Hosseini.
“That really gives them a hands-on understanding of the challenges of putting a show together 
and taking that show to air,” he added.
The ZU – Abu Dhabi group included students from COM 210 Media Storytelling class and 
others who have already taken the course.
“It was so useful because this is my dream job,” said Salima Almansour, adding that she 
enjoyed getting the chance to try being a news anchor.
“I learned so many things in one day,” she said. Alyazyeh Alnaqbi said the “experience was 
amazing.” “I learned how to be a director, writer and a producer,” she said speaking of the 
number of tasks that she performed in one day.The event is in its third year. “Students love it,” 
said Alireza.



CCMS Class Projects Focus on The Special Olympics

Two CCMS courses, PR Writing and Principles of Advertising, have been 
focusing on the Special Olympics MENA Games taking place in Abu Dhabi. 
Class projects in PR Writing included social media news releases and feature 
articles. In Principles of Advertising, students worked on two different options 
for the briefs: one was to recruit volunteers and the other based on changing 
perceptions of People with Determination. A number of our students have 
been volunteering at the Games and could draw on their behind-the-scenes 
knowledge. 

The Special Olympics. Media and Marketing Senior Manager, Lama Zalat, 
gave a presentation at Zayed University in Abu Dhabi. She spoke about both 
the MENA and World Games taking place in 2019 and filled students in 
regarding the PR and Digital strategies. She explained why the Special Olym-
pics are happening and how important they are in changing perceptions about 
people with intellectual disabilities such as autism. 

The vision behind the Special Olympics originates with Kennedy Shriver who 
began working with her own sister through sports and the games have now 
been going for over 50 years. Abu Dhabi ispreparing for the World Special 
Olympics in 2019. There is no other event like this involving 10,000 volunteers 
in the region as volunteering is a relatively new concept in the United Arab 
Emirates. 

CCMS students were moved by Lama’s inspiring stories, concerning athletes 
with intellectual disabilities, and have produced professional and socially 
conscious PR writing and advertising campaigns as a result. Lama spoke 
about the important role our students are playing through volunteering and 
raising awareness about the Special Olympics. All Zayed University students 
have been invited to register for the Special Olympics blog, hosted on The Abu 
Dhabi World website: http://www.adwonline.ae/. The more students get 
involved the better and everyone has a role to play in making sure we live in a 
more inclusive society. This is a community event that in every way benefits 
the local community.
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 SuccessJourney
Alumna Student

Minas Bin Dakhan, a Founding Member of Dubai Statistics 
Center and a Graduate from Zayed University Talks About her 

Career and her Experience at ZU

1- Can you tell me a little bit about 
yourself and your current job?

I am Minas Bin Dakhan a working 
mother of two. After my bachelor 
degree in Media & Communication 
Sciences from ZU , I continued my post 
graduate studies in Quality Manage-
ment from the University of Wollon-
gong. I was lucky to be one of the 
founding members of Dubai Statistics 
Centre. I was given the responsibility to 
establish the customer service unit 
whereby I managed all CRM (Custom-
er Relationship Management) for 8 
years.

2-  How did your education at Zayed 
University prepare you for your career?

3- What was your favorite part of your 
university experience?

I attribute my major strength in the field 
of communications to the concepts that 
were taught to me at Zayed University. 
It gave me the ability to establish both 
units based on proven theoretical and 
practical methods.

4- Were you involved in any student 
organizations or clubs? 

5- How is your job related to your 
field of studies? 

I always preferred any assignments that 
involved teamwork, specially dealing with 
other people with different background, 
which is essential in the field of            
communication.

Yes, I was a member of the student    
council.

As mentioned before, my communica-
tion studies played a big role in estab-
lishing both units, one of which is deal-
ing with customers and the other 
involved corporate communication and 
media.
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6- What's the biggest challenge 
you've overcome in your career?

Joining an already existing company 
with defined processes is pretty 
straight forward versus being one of 
the member of the team that estab-
lished the organization from scratch 
and had to define all processes and 
policies to become the mature organi-
zation we are today.

I managed a team of professionals that 
were assigned to act liaisons between 
the Center’s Customer and the statisti-
cal experts. Later on, I was tasked to 
establish the Corporate Communication 
& Media unit to stream line all communi-
cation and marketing related activities 
internal and external to the center. 
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IPR Research Symposium in Dubai
The first Institute for Public Relations (IPR) research symposium in the Middle East hosted by 
CCMS on February 19th was a great success. The idea was to spark conversations, connections 
and collaborations between academia and practice in public relations and strategic communica-
tion, and we successfully accomplished that goal. 
We had some top notch research presentations from our colleagues, Asim, Russell, Ganga, and 
Leysan; amazing keynotes from our guests from the US, Dr. Bey-Ling Sha, editor of Journal of 
Public Relations Research and Dr. Tina McCorkindale and Dr. Sarab Kochhar representing IPR; 
a couple of lively panel discussions moderated by Badran and Pam; and most importantly, a very 
engaged audience comprising practitioners and academics, who shot a lively stream of interest-
ing questions. Michael Allen, Asisstant Provost for Research, welcomed the gathering for the 
morning session while Provost Marilyn Roberts and Acting Dean Pam Creedon delivered the 
welcome address for the afternoon session. The general consensus was that we should continue 
to create such opportunities for bringing academia and practice together.
Now, Ganga and Gaelle will start working on the special issue on Public Relations in the Middle 
East for the Journal of Public Relations Research.



Spring 2018 Publications and news:
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Duthler, G. and Dhanesh, G. (in press). The role of corporate social responsibility (CSR) and internal CSR communication in predicting employee engagement: Perspectives from 
the United Arab Emirates (UAE). Public Relations Review.

Dhanesh, G.S. & Sriramesh, K. (2018). Culture and Crisis Communication: Nestle India's Maggi Noodles Case. Journal of International Management, In press, corrected proof. 
https://www.sciencedirect.com/science/article/pii/S1075425317304726
 
Fotiadis, A., Vassiliadis, C. & Spyridoy, A. (2018). What Motivates People to Be Involved in Sport Tourism Events? The Greek Case of Sfendami International Mountain Festival. In H. 
Seraphin & M. Korstanje (Eds.) International Event Management: Bridging the Gap between Theory and Practice. Nova Science Publishers. 

Jayyusi, L. (2018) “Hollywood’s transnational imaginaries: colonial agency and vision from Indiana Jones to World War Z,” Continuum: Journal of Media and Cultural Studies, Vol 
32, issue 3, pp 369-355.

Madden, S. Khakimova, L., Steudeman, M.J. (2018). Undiplomatic Diplomacy: The Challenges of Public Diplomacy in the Age of Trump. In R. Luttrell (Ed.). Trump Tweets, the World 
Reacts. Understanding what is relevant and why. Rowman and Littlefield.

Noela Michael, Reynold James, Ian Michael, "Australia’s cognitive, affective and conative destination image: an Emirati tourist perspective", Journal of Islamic Marketing, 
https://doi.org/10.1108/JIMA¬0056¬2016¬06

Noela Michael, T. Serra Gorpe, "Public relations for the next generation: Middle East Public Relations Association (MEPRA)’s engagement with
students" http://lthe.zu.ac.ae/index.php/lthehome

Pike, S., Kotsi, F., & Tossan, V. (in press). "Stopover destination image: A comparison of salient attributes elicited from French and Australian travellers" in Journal of Destination 
Marketing and Management. https://doi.org/10.1016/j.jdmm.2018.01.002

Rahman, N. (2018). “Journalists in an age of technology: Covering a turbulent Arab world.” In E. Freedman, R. Goodman, E. Steyn, (Eds.) What Journalists Believe, What Journalists 
Do: global perspectives in a rapidly changing media environment, New York: Routledge.

Slak Valek, N. (2018). “Word-of-art: contribution of artists-in-residence to a creative tourism destination” Journal of Tourism and Cultural Change. 
https://doi.org/14766825.2018.1467920/10.1080 

Slak Valek, N. (2018). Identifying Latent Variables of Participants at a Community Marathon Event. In H. Seraphin & M. Korstanje (Eds.) International Event Management: Bridging 
the Gap between Theory and Practice. Nova Science Publishers. 

Slak Valek, N. (2018). The relationship between community sporting event participants and the media. The case of Abu Dhabi. Journal of Sports and Tourism. 
https://doi.org/14775085.2018.1466348/10.1080
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Slak Valek, N. (in press). Distinction in locals’ support for a major and mega event—case of EXPO 2020 Dubai and the Grand Prix F1 Abu Dhabi. In Event Management.

Storie, L.K. (2018). Relationship cultivation in public diplomacy: A qualitative study of rela3onal antecedents and cultivation strategies. Journal of Public Relations Research.

Val Cubero, A. “Contemporary Filmmakers in the Arab World: The case of United Arab Emirates” Awraq, no 15, February 214-201 ,2018. In Spanish.

Williams, R. & Fotiadis, A. (in press).  “Same-Same But Different: The Official Projected Destination Image of Dubai and Abu Dhabi on YouTube.” Tourismos.

Yunis, A (2018), “Iraqi Cinema in the Looking Glass,” In James Neil (Ed.) Cinema: Made in the Middle East, LM Press, Amsterdam.

Yunis, A (2018), “Leading Directors in the Gulf,” In James Neil (Ed.) Cinema: Made in the Middle East, LM Press, Amsterdam.

Conference News

Zoe Hurley’s research paper “Get Girls Reading: Stories of Social Networking Sites to Promote Reading Networks and Resources” has been presented in the teaching/pedagogy 
conference stream at the Manipal International Media Research Conference, April 2018 ,10.

Dr. Dhanesh and Nadia Rahman's paper “Visual communication and public relations: Image¬makers’ perspectives on visual frame building” was accepted for presentation to the 
Public Relations Division at ICA. 

Dr. Khalil and Dr. Khakimova’s paper “Women’s use of social media in Saudi Arabia: The campaign for the right to drive” was accepted for presentation to the Mobile Communication 
Interest Group at ICA. 

Asim's paper, "The use of religion and culture in developing marketing messages: Assessing the impact of cultural coding on consumer behavior" has been accepted by the 
Religion, communication and Culture Working Group, at the annual conference of the international association for Media and communication Research, IAMCR 2018, in Eugene, 
Oregon from 24-20 June, 2018.

Dr. Slak Valek received an invitation to speak at a conference in South Africa in October 2018

Nadia Rahman had her documentary presentation “Connecting Threads” accepted at the i-doc Symposium 2018.

Dr. Williams’ paper “Social Facilitation of Intrinsic Engagement, Extrinsic Motivation, Performance, and Hostility in a Complex Video Game ” was accepted for presentation to the 
annual conference of the Broadcast Education Association (BEA) in Las Vegas in April 2018. 

Pam Creedon’s paper "2018 MENA Special Olympics in the UAE:  Bringing the Games into the Classroom in a Changing World" was accepted for presentation to IAMCR in Eugene, 
Oregon
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Pam Creedon and co-author Dr. May Al-Khaja have their paper “Innovation and Empowerment: Employment Priorities in the UAE” accepted for presentation at the 2018 Internation-
al Conference on Business and Information (BAI), Seoul, Korea. 

Dr. Duthler and Dr. Dhanesh’s paper "Openness and transparency practices of social media influencers and their impact on follower trust and relationships: Insights from the 
United Arab Emirates" was accepted for presentation at the 25th International Public Relations Research Symposium, BledCom 2018. 

Dr. Dhanesh's paper "Stalling the regression in human rights triggered by political polarization: The new frontier of corporate social responsibility" was accepted for presentation 
at the 25th International Public Relations Research Symposium, BledCom 2018. 

Dr. Ogden's paper, “Stepping Into the Story: Interactive Documentary and Convergence Culture” has been accepted by the Media Production Analysis Working Group, International 
Association for Media and Communication Research, IAMCR 2018, Eugene, Oregon.

Dr. Andrea Mayr's paper on "The networked young citizen: Ethnographic research of the role of social media in community building and civic engagement" has been accepted for 
presentation at the Poetics and Linguistics Association Conference, University of Birmingham. 

Dr. Vianou's paper, "From MDGs to SDGs: Toward a more inclusive conceptualization of communication in the education sector?" has been accepted for presentation at the 2018 
Conference of the Canadian Association for the Study of International Development, as part of the 2018 Congress of the Humanities and Social Sciences.

Dr. Williams paper, "Sharing, engagement, navigation, and dispersion of visitors using location-aware mobile apps" was accepted for presentation at ATLAS SIG Cultural Tourism 
Meeting, Barcelona.

Medvedeva, Y. GIFTS: Communicating photography laws to tourists. Accepted for presentation at the Division of Instructional and Developmental Communication.

Faculty news

Dr. Badran is serving as an external member for a thesis project at Sharjah University’s College of Communication.

Dr. Badran has been selected as a judge for The 2018 Middle East Event and Exhibition awards program.

Two faculty members earned best speaker awards at the ERPBSS18- Middlesex Dubai conference. Zoe Hurley won in the Media, Journalism and Visual Communications track for 
her paper on social media influence. Dr. Slak Valek won in the Tourism track.

Zoe won the best research paper award for her paper “Get Girls Reading: Stories of Social Networking Sites to Promote Reading Networks and Resources” presented in the 
teaching/pedagogy conference stream at the Manipal International Media Research Conference, April 2018 ,10.

Dr. Dhanesh’s article published last year “Corporate social responsibility (CSR) for ethical corporate identity management: Framing CSR as a tool for managing the CSR-luxury p
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aradox online” in the Q1 journal Corporate Communications: An International Journal, Vol. 22 Issue: 4 has been selected by the publisher as one of the best articles chosen to 
reach a broader practitioner and researcher base.

Dr. Williams and Dr. Ogden are part of a funded research cluster on Immersive Media along with colleagues from CACE. 

Dr. Anestis Fotiadis won an outstanding reviewer award from Annals of Tourism, a top-tier journal in tourism. 

Dr. Anestis Fotiadis won a certificate for outstanding contribution in reviewing from Tourism Management, a Q1 journal

Dr. Anestis Fotiadis is a co-chair of International Scientific Conference TOURMAN 2018 which will take place on the 25th to 28th of October 2018, Greece and is themed “In 
search of excellence in tourism, travel & hospitality”. 

Research Talks: Thank you Anestis, Natasa, Fokiya (with Michael and Ian), and Zoe for sharing your current research projects.

FacultyNews
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Owen Bennett-Jones talks about his career before Zayed University

1- Can you tell me about yourself? 

I’ve been a journalist for 30 years and I’ve worked all 
over the world and I have decided that I’d like to do 
some teaching and write some books.

2- What made you leave BBC and come to Middle East 
to work at ZU? 

Daily journalism is incredibly time consuming. I never 
have time to write anything longer so I’m hoping that I 
will have time here to write a book or two as well as to 
enjoy the teaching.

3- What other accomplishment have you achieved and 
you are proud of? 
I think I’ve been a journalist for many years and I did a 
reasonable job of covering international politics.

4- What inspires you the most? 

There is a public debate about the issues of the day and I am 
keen to engage in that debate and to participate in discus-
sions about what’s going on the world and try to understand 
why.

5- What’s the most interesting thing about you that 
we wouldn’t learn from your resume alone? 

There is nothing quite interesting about me. I think my 
resume would be adequate description. 

6- You've been interviewed so many times-What's the 
one question you wished someone would have asked 
you, but never did?

“Can we end this interview?”. That’s the question. I’ve             
interviewed thousands of people but never really enjoyed 
being interviewed. I don’t know why so many people are 
happy to be interviewed, I don’t understand it and I can’t see 
why they do it really. I mean obviously if you are selling a 
product or selling an argument I can understand it. I’ve 
always tried to avoid being interviewed, as a general princi-
ple. It seems to me that it depends how private of a person 
you are and whether you want to talk about things very 
openly, but I prefer to keep myself to myself and not to seek 
publicity.

7- What advice would you give your younger Self?

Work. To work harder.

8- What did you do before becoming a host of Newshour 
on the BBC World Service? 

I was a student and I studied quite a few years. I was quite 
active in student politics, so I was quite busy at that time. I did 
have a year with the oil company BP, and then I have decided 
to move to journalism and worked abroad for many years. I’ve 
worked in Pakistan mainly. 
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“Can we end this interview?”. That’s the question. I’ve             

Hello
She is the Abu Dhabi Administrative Assistant. She is 
a mother of four children (3 boys and 1 girl) and looks 
forward to helping our faculty, staff, and students.

She joined CCMS as the Zajel Media Production Manager. 
and an instructor. She graduated with her M.A. in Commu-
nications from Zayed University and has been a faculty 
member at HCT.

Afrah  Alsharafi 

Hello
Haleema Madhi is a Digital Technology Officer, College of 
Communication & Media Sciences. She completed her 
Bachelor Degree in Information Systems & Technology 
Management.

 Owen Bennett-Jones
He joined the Abu Dhabi faculty. After many years as a 
reporter for BBC World Service, he is teaching courses in 
video, law and ethics, and audio production.

Hello

Hello

11 Editors: Gaelle Duthler & Fatma Ebrahim Almansoori

He joined the Dubai faculty from the United States. He is 
teaching courses in his area of expertise, such as                
Multimedia, Video, and Photography. 

Hello

Haleema Madhi 

Hessah Al Falahi

 Richard Cawood 
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Goodbye
Sascha Ritter is going back to Germany after his wife 
was offered a position. Sascha will be thoroughly 
missed by all of us and will be forever remembered as 
the leader of ZUMEFF.

Lena Jayyusi is finally retiring after faithfully serving our 
Zayed University community for 16 years. She will also be 
our first Emeritus Professor. Although Lena will no longer 
teach, she will remain an active researcher. 

Sascha Ritter (Abu Dhabi campus) 

Goodbye
Lars Weckbecker is leaving to pursue a trip of lifetime which 
will also lead to other professional opportunities. After 
serving both campuses as a faculty teaching research and 
media, we wish him the best. 

Missy Price (Dubai campus) 
Missy Price is returning to the UK to start a new position. 
We thank Missy for championing our MMD program. 
Students, faculty, and staff will miss you. 

Goodbye

Goodbye

Hello

Lars Weckbecker (Dubai campus) 

Lena Jayyusi (Dubai campus) 

Pamela Creedon, Acting Dean.

!

Pamela Creedon, Acting Dean, will be heading back to the 
United States to be reunited with her sheltie. After steering 
our college through accreditations, credentialing, and many 
other administrative challenges, Pam will continue her 
research and her support toward women’s issues. Good luck 
Pam, and see you soon!


